Summary of changes since v07

• Added capability report
  • Previously included in draft but not included in draft

• Added generic “failure reasons”
  • Intended to be sufficient for logging without exposing too much detail
  • Generic classes of failure type
suit-report failure reasons

- cbor-parse: CBOR parser returned an error
- cose-unsupported: unsupported structure or header
- alg-unsupported: unsupported COSE algorithm
- unauthorised: Signature/MAC verification failed or had insufficient privileges
- command-unsupported
- component-unsupported
- component-unauthorized
- parameter-unsupported
- severing-unsupported
- condition-failed: A condition check failed with soft-failure off (outside of try-each)
- operation-failed: A suit directive failed
suit-report status

• Review comments have been incorporated
• No pending issues on Github.